California State Games
Wrestling Championships
Youth Freestyle Tournament
Sunday, July 15 at Rancho Bernardo High School

Team champion: Poway Elite

Most Outstanding Wrestlers (Tournament): Josh Cortez (Moorpark), Victor Lopez (Poway Elite)

California State Games Wrestler of the Year: Victor Lopez (Poway Elite)

Top Individuals
Rookie Division
50-55: 1. Preston Scharf (unattached); 2. Issak Jacinto (unattached); 3. Anthony Romero (NOC Piranhas).

55-60: 1. Robert Guevara (Poway Elite); 2. Denver Divins (Freebirds); 3. Cameron Santiago (Poway Elite).

60-72: 1. Scott Kiyono (Poway Elite); 2. Trevor Hermann (San Diego Kings).

72-77: 1. Gabrielle Garcia (NOC Piranhas); 2. Samuel Loera (Foothill Junior).

Midget Division
70-77: 1. Memo Lopez (Kings); 2. Lake Needham (UC Centurions); 3. Mark Rodriguez (Foothill Junior).


130-135: 1. Eric Cohen (San Fernando Tigers); 2. Gilbert Verela (Foothill Junior).

Novice Division
50: Billy Divins (Freebirds).

60-70: 1. Reni Gallan (Blazin Divas); 2. Jonathan Vela (Foothill Junior); 3. Jessie Vela (Foothill Junior).

73-82: 1. Ivan Govea (Firebaugh); 2. Robert Garcia (NOC Piranhas); 3. Joshua Romero (San Fernando Tigers).

87-95: 1. Joshua Cortez (Moorpark Raiders); 2. Nicholas Marquez (Foothill Junior); 3. Josh Miranda (Poway).

103: Alec Pitzer (Poway Elite).
112: Angel Mireles (Foothill Junior).

Schoolboy/girl Division
83-90: Victor Lopez (Poway Elite); 2. Kevin Mitchell (Cal Extreme); 3. Adrian Onsurez (Bakersfield).

90-95: 1. Justin Gutierrez (High Desert Sting); 2. Shawn Miller (Team San Diego); 3. Dean Nowlin (Rancho Bernardo).

95-100: 1. Jorge Munoz (Los Banos); 2. Josh Hermann (San Diego Kings); 3. Adrian Trujillo (Team Wolf).

110-119: Carlos Ayala (San Diego Kings); 2. Chad Gregory (Poway Elite); 3. Anthony Salinas (unattacched).

148-152: 1. Austin Crider (Poway Elite); 2. Will Crawford (Poway Elite).

191: Mickel Esquivel (UC Centurions).

Cadet Division
105-114: 1. Derek Shapiro (Santa Monica); 2. Jeff Lanier (Foothill).

127-134: 1. Ryan Garcia (Piranhas); 2. Ernest Marquez (Foothill Junior); 3. Daniel Threlkeld (Vista).
California State Games
Wrestling Championships
High School Folkstyle Tournament
Saturday, July 14 at Rancho Bernardo High School

Team scores
San Bernardino Wrestling Association 27 points
Vista 23 points
Santa Fe 15 points
PD Pal Enforcers 12 points
Team Thunder 10 points
Moreno Valley 6 points
Dos Palos 5 points
Morse 5 points
Cal 5 points
Hilltop 5 points
Pioneer Express 5 points
Mt. Carmel 4 points
Imperial 3 points
Ontario 1 point
Calvary 1 point
Monte Vista 1 point
Total entrants: 215

Most Outstanding Wrestler (Tournament): Nikko Cataline (SBWA), 147 pounds

California State Games Wrestler of the Year: Anthony Meza (Vista), 173 pounds

Top Individuals
98 Pounds
1. Jorge Munoz (Dos Palos)
2. Jonas Tasabia (SBWA)
3. James Kawatu (Pioneer Express)
4. Donovan Eliopulo (Pioneer Express)
Championship: Munoz decisioned Tasabia 4-0.
Third place: Kawatu decisioned Eliopulo 7-2.

105 Pounds
1. Aaron LaFarge (SBWA)
2. Ruben Rios Jr. (Pioneer Express)
3. Hugo Cruz (Pioneer Express)
4. Jeff Lanier (Foothill)
Championship: LaFarge decisioned Rios 9-2.
Third place: Cruz decisioned Lanier 5-2.
114 Pounds
1. Chad Thornock (PD Pal Enforcers)
2. Javier Palacios (SBWA)
3. Richard Rios (Pioneer Express)
4. Derek Shapiro (Santa Monica)
Championship: Thornock decisioned Palacios 5-4.
Third place: Rios decisioned Shapiro 6-5.

121 Pounds
1. Ryan Fillingame (PD Pal Enforcers)
2. Dimitri Crouch (Santa Fe)
3. Anthony Weber (SBWA)
4. Anthony Jaramillo (SBWA)
Championship: Fillingame decisioned Crouch 3-0.
Third place: Weber pinned Jaramillo 4:55.

127 Pounds
1. Marcus Orona (Santa Fe)
2. Ben Walters (SBWA)
3. John Lawson (PD Pal Enforcers)
4. Chris Westrup (Santa Fe)
Championship: Orona major decisioned Walters 14-2.
Third place: Lawson decisioned Westrup 6-4.

132 Pounds
1. Lillashawn Coleman (Vista)
2. Jose Rodriguez (Moreno Valley)
3. Daniel Horcasitas (PD Pal Enforcers)
4. Kalin Goodsite (MLK)
Championship: Coleman decisioned Rodriguez 3-1.
Third place: Horcasitas decisioned Goodsite 3-2.

137 Pounds
1. Angel Garcia (Morse)
2. Daniel Testa (Moreno Valley)
3. Fabian Guzman (Ontario)
4. Shervin Iraniha (Monte Vista)
Championship: Garcia decisioned Testa 3-1.
Third place: Guzman decisioned Iraniha 6-4.

142 Pounds
1. Matthew Melendrez (Cal)
2. Chris Escobar (Vista)
3. Tim Tasabia (SBWA)
4. Kyle Brown (Sultans)
Championship: Melendrez decisioned Escobar 10-3.
Third place: Tasabia pinned Brown 2:50.

147 Pounds
1. Nikko Cataline (SBWA)
2. Matt Starbeck (Mt. Carmel)
3. Derek Dixson (Vista)
4. Steven Manley (SBWA)
Championship: Cataline defeated Starbeck by forfeit.
Third place: Dixson major decisioned Manley 11-2

154 Pounds
1. Weldon Rogers (unattached)
2. Jesse Cruz (SBWA)
3. Chap Hernandez (SBWA)
4. Clayton Schuelke (Beaumont)
Championship: Rogers decisioned Cruz 9-6.
Third place: Hernandez decisioned Schuelke 6-3.

162 Pounds
1. Javier Martinez (Hilltop)
2. Dan Martin (Vista)
3. Daniel Fouts (Santa Fe)
4. Cory Wass (SBWA)
Championship: Martinez defeated Marin 2-1 (triple overtime).
Third place: Fouts decisioned Wass 9-3.

173 Pounds
1. Anthony Meza (Vista)
2. Matt Couts (Santa Fe)
3. Morgan McIntosh (Calvary)
4. Gilbert Madrid (Castle Park)
Championship: Meza major decisioned Couts 17-4.
Third place: McIntosh defeated Madrid, injury default.

191 Pounds
1. Nick Knowles (Team Thunder)
2. Nikolai Crouch (Santa Fe)
3. Roderick Gallegos (Vista)
4. Vincente Polanco (SBWA)
Championship: Knowles decisioned Crouch 8-3.
Third place: Gallegos decisioned Polanco 10-9.

217 Pounds
1. Tank Knowles (Team Thunder)
2. Cameron McNeer (Imperial)
3. Brandon Ramos (SBWA)
4. David Blasquez (La Jolla)
**Championship:** Knowles decisioned McNeer 7-2.
**Third place:** Ramos decisioned Blasquez 2-1.

**Heavyweight**
1. Kasey Cowan (Vista)
2. Alex Suarez (SBWA)
3. Norberto Cadera (Monte Vista)
4. Joel Munoz (Moreno Valley)
**Championship:** Cowan pinned Suarez 1:25.
**Third place:** Cadera major decisioned Munoz 10-0.

**High School Girls Division**
1. Patricia Stroud 4-0 (2 pins)
2. Mattie Conway 3-1 (1 pin)
3. Danielle Robinson 2-2 (1 technical fall, 1 pin)
4. Fatima McCabe 1-3 (1 pin)
5. Maddie Leyland 0-4
**Championship:** Stroud decisioned Conway 7-3.
**Third place:** Robinson technical fall McCabe 20-3.